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BY: YODHI K



Hi. You can call me Yodhi. I am a professional digital marketing, communication and creative works person. I  
am based in Jakarta, Indonesia and have been working for worldwide clients. I enjoy taking pictures and 
everything catchy to my eyes. I can sit for hours and just thinking for inspirations and ideas. I am so into 
design and always try to produce a beauty and unique style of my works.

I am a professional and experienced person that have been working with various clients, from local and inter-
national clients. I had worked with well known brand such as Aqua, Milo (Nestle), Kiehl’s and some individual 
clients from various backgrounds. My motto in work is to help deliver what my clients goals are.

I love to communicate, talk with new people, and find something new that can be a good opportunity. I hope 
I also can talk with you and discuss some ideas. Let’s have a coffee.....

yodhi.photo | yodhi.design

www.yodhi.me

linkedin.com/in/yodhi

yodhi.kharismanto@gmail.com
+62 811 848 9988ABOUT

ME



.PHOTOGRAPHY





MY MILLION EYES
I use photography to tell something ambiguous 
and vague. Replacing the words with images. 
Showing the feeling with ambiance and contrasty.
It is more than just about click the shutter. It is 
about appreciation of the objects, capturing true 
meanings of the message, moments and each 
seconds of it. 



.DESIGN



.BANNER



enhance your company presence by using an 
eye catchy banner and call to action button“

”



.RESUME



show your full potential in 
a beautiful way“ ”



“

”

beautifully designed, 
“a minute cv”

needs a glance for the 
reader to know and be 

amazed



.INFOGRAPHIC



“
”

appealing and attractive format,
deliver the true meaning of information



”

.CORPORATE IDENTITY
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GASCI
Gerakan Anak Sehat dan Cerdas Indonesia
Social / Non-Profit Organization

BSM Lines 
Shipping and Expedition Company

MARCHEMODE
Women Fashion

CLEAN YOURS
Professional Laundry Care and Service

YOUR 
CORPORATE IDENTITY
AS YOUR COMPANY
WANT TO BE
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“ ”
don’t be brandless, be strong and unique



.POSTER & FRAME





.TESTIMONIALS



INDRA PERDANA
Client Solution Services 
Executive at Blibli.com

NOVIYANTI IBRAHIM
Senior Relationship Manager 

at Indosurya Inti Finance

TENNY YANUTRIANA
Commissioner at BPR 

Bank Surya Yudha

RANI HARDIANTI
Owner of Marchemode

RINA MAHARANI
Staff Organization and 

Administration Bureau at 
Ministry of Finance

Simple, elegant, clean and 
amazing, words that explain 
about yodhi’s design. Yodhi is 
a multitalent person. He 
communicate nicely and 
always finish the work on 
time, even in some occassions 
was faster than the deadline. 
The results always good and 
brilliant in my eyes and colleg-
ues. Yodhi’s work is highly 

recommended

Thanks Yodhi for helping me 
designing my resume. The 
result was awesome. My 
resume was really plain and 
unattractive, but Yodhi turned 
it into professional look. 
Thanks again Yodhi. Great job!

Yodhi's work impressed me on 
multiple levels, I am very 
pleased with my new CV 
design. The design feels pow-
erful, just what I was looking 
for. He's awesome to work 
with, very responsive and he 
creates beautiful work. It has 
been a great experience work-

ing with him.

Thanks to Yodhi for the 
design. It was really good and 
match with my expectation. 
His respond was really fast, 
including the revision. All the 

best for you Yodhi.

Yodhi has a professional & 
great design skills. He always 
been able to take an idea and 
turn it into something great ! I 
was so impressed with every 
single design that he had done 
like my own CV, power point 
in several business competi-
tion, etc. i would highly 
recommend him to anyone 
who looking for graphic 
design services ! Good luck for 

Yodhi



ANASTASIA PUTRI
Research Specialist at 

Roland Berger Strategy 
Consultant

Yodhi really knows what the 
purpose of the CV, because I 
am sure CV needs to suit with 
the profile of the person in it. 
In my case, Yodhi really 
succeed to deliver neat and 
professional CV design, 
beyond what I expected if I 
may say. I really satisfy with 
his work, and cant wait to 
have more collaboration with 

him again!!

MEGA AISYAH
Co-Founder LexiPal

Yodhi's design is Simple, 
Elegant, and Extraordinary. 

Highly recommended!

DENIS KRAINOV
Flight Student

Since we began to work 
together Yodhi has met my 
highest expectations. He 
showed him self as open 
minded person and great 
graphic designers. Yodhi has 
good sense of taste. He did all 
the work very quickly and tidy. 
He dose not forget every 
small detail and always makes 
sure that you will be 
completely satisfied with the 
final result. I hope i will be able 
to work with him again in the 

future. 

ICHLASUL NAUFAL
Public Relation Officer, 

Ministry of Public Works and 
Housing

To be honest, when I started 
to be offered by Yodhi to get 
my curriculum vitae done, I 
wasn’t sure he could pull this 
off because my curriculum 
vitae is quite long and so 
much to tell about my work, 
but he certainly did it very 
well. He managed to summa-
rize my curriculum vitae and 
make it more simple with 
minimalist design, as I 
requested. Yodhi's work 
consistently bring his all and I 
truly appreciate that. Good 

work, as always!

DYAH ANGGRAENI
Account Manager at Shell 

Indonesia
(Former: Brand Executive 

Marketing at Nestle Indonesia) 

Yodhi is a very professional 
worker. I have experience 
working with him for more 
than 1 year in my previous 
company and have willingness 
to continue to work with him 
again in my new company. He 
has great skill in communica-
tion & problem solving. He is 
very interactive, helpful & 
positive minded person. His 
good attitude create positive 
vibe for all the entire team 

members.
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